We show that the ÿnite power property is decidable for rational sets in the free group. The complexity of the construction involved in the decision procedure may be lowered to O(n 3 )where n is the cardinality of the state set of the automaton that deÿnes the rational set.
In 1966, Brzozowski raised the question whether such a property is decidable for rational languages, positively settled in 1978 by Hashiguchi [10] and Simon [17] , independently. Soon afterwards, it was established that the same property is undecidable for context-free languages, the next class in the Chomsky hierarchy of languages [13] .
Clearly, the decidability of the ÿnite power property may be investigated for any family of (e ectively deÿned) subsets in any monoid-under the natural restriction that multiplication and rational sets can be e ectively computed. We shall prove here the following.
Theorem 1. It is decidable whether a rational set of a free group has the ÿnite power property.
Note that the family of rational subsets of the free group deÿnes a family of deterministic context-free languages for which the ÿnite power property is thus decidable.
In order to elaborate on Theorem 1 let us ÿrst come back to the ÿnite power property for rational languages. The basic notion involved in the problem is the one of distance automaton. A distance automaton A is a (ÿnite nondeterministic) automaton the transitions of which are not only labelled by a letter in an alphabet A but also given a coe cient, taken in the "min-plus" semiring M; the automaton A then associates a coe cient, denoted by f A , to every word f of A * : f A is an integer if f is accepted by A, is the inÿnite otherwise.
The transition monoid of a distance automaton is thus a monoid of matrices with entries in M. Simon's solution of Brzozowski's problem amounts to proving the decidability of the ÿniteness of a (ÿnitely generated) monoid of such matrices, for the distance automaton involved in the problem has a particular form.
A distance automaton A is said to be bounded if the ÿnite coe cients f A are bounded when f ranges over A * . Later, Hashiguchi established that it is decidable whether a distance automaton is bounded [11, 12] . This gives an alternative to Simon's solution, but it is more complicated (cf. [18] for a complete analysis of the relationships between the various problems and solutions in the domain).
The ÿrst idea which our proof of Theorem 1 is based on is the transfer of the problem into a problem for languages in the free monoid. Let X be a rational set in the free group F(A); it is known (Benois's theorem) that the corresponding set of reduced words R = XÃ is a rational language. It is not true that X has the ÿnite power property if and only if R has it. But we show that there exists an e ectively computable distance automaton, noted U X , such that X has the ÿnite power property if and only if U X is bounded. The solution follows then from Hashiguchi's result (for distance automata).
The situation is even closer to the one in the free monoid for we show that X has the ÿnite power property if and only if the transition monoid of U X is ÿnite (Proposition 14) . Finally we also show that the automaton U X may be replaced in these decision procedures by another one, the computation of which is very e cient (Proposition 19). 
Distance automata and the ÿnite power property
We basically follow the deÿnitions and notations of [8, 5] for rational and recognizable sets as well as for automata. Let us recall though few elements of the vocabulary.
In the sequel A denotes a ÿnite set or alphabet and A * the free monoid generated by A. The elements of A are called letters and those of A * words. The identity element of A * is denoted by 1 A * . A subset of A * is also called a language (over A).
A ÿnite automaton over a ÿnite alphabet A, A = Q; A; E; I; T is a directed graph labelled by elements of A; Q is the ÿnite set of states, I ⊆Q is the set of initial states, T ⊆Q is the set of terminal states and E ⊆Q × A × Q is the set of labelled edges. We shall consider only ÿnite automata and thus call them simply automata in the sequel.
We also note p a → q for (p; a; q)∈E, or even p a → A q if there is a possible ambiguity on the automaton. A computation c in A is a ÿnite sequence of labelled edges that form a path in the graph:
→ · · · → q n−1 an → q n :
The state q 0 is the origin, and the state q n is the end of the computation c; the label of c, denoted by |c|, is the element a 1 a 2 · · · a n of A * . The computation c is successful if q 0 ∈I and q n ∈T . The language recognized (or accepted) by A is the subset of A * , denoted by |A|, consisting of the labels of successful computations of A. As labelled graphs, automata have a natural graphic representation.
Example 1. Let A 1 = {p; q; r}; a; E 1 ; p; p be the automaton over the one letter alphabet A 1 = {a}, the edges of which are: E 1 = {(q; a; p); (p; a; r); (r; a; q)}. Then A 1 is represented as in Fig. 1a and
A subset of A * is said to be recognizable if, and only if, it is recognized by a ÿnite automaton over A. The family of recognizable languages, Rec A * , is closed under union, intersection and complementation.
In A * -as in any monoid M -the family of rational subsets, denoted by Rat A * -or Rat M -is the smallest family of subsets of A * (of M ) containing the ÿnite subsets and closed under union, product and star. Kleene's theorem states that Rat A * = Rec A * (if A is ÿnite).
Matrix representations of automata
An automaton A = Q; A; E; I; T can also be described by a matrix representation ( ; ; ), where : A * → B Q×Q is a morphism from A * into the monoid of square Boolean matrices of dimension Q, and are, respectively, a Boolean row vector and column vector of dimension Q. It then holds that
Example 1 (continued). The automaton A 1 has the following matrix representation:
The matrix representation is particularly suited for the generalization of automata to automata with multiplicity, i.e. automata which do not only "accept" (or "reject") a word but associate to every word f a coe cient, the multiplicity of f, taken in a suitable semiring. We consider in this paper distance automata which are precisely automata of that kind, with multiplicities taken in the "min-plus" semiring.
The "min-plus" semiring
We denote by M the idempotent "min-plus" semiring (N ∪{+∞}; min; +), which we also call "tropical semiring" according to an established use in the ÿeld of automata theory (cf. [15] ).
The "addition" of M is the min operation on the set N ∪{+∞}, for which the identity element, the "zero" of M, denoted by 0 M , is the element +∞; indeed min{x; +∞} = x for every x in N ∪{+∞}. The "multiplication" of M is the usual + operation with the natural convention that x + (+∞)=(+∞) + x = +∞ for every x in N ∪{+∞}; 0, the identity element for +, is thus the "one" of M which we denote by 1 M .
Notation. There is a true di culty in coining notation for the operations of the semiring M. They should refer clearly to addition and multiplication symbols in order to keep their outlook to algebraic formulae. They can hardly be simply + and × for × (in M) is + (in N) : : : : Many authors use ⊕ and ⊗ and we would do so if we were not using the tensor product as well, naturally noted ⊗. We shall use the symbols + Moreover, M is complete: the operation i∈J x i is deÿned in M for any family {x i } i∈J of elements of M, where J is any set of indices, ÿnite or inÿnite.
Distance automata
Let A = Q; A; E; I; T be an automaton as above; we turn A into a distance automaton by adjoining to A a mapping : E → M;
which associates a distance 1 to every edge.
We ÿnd it convenient to adopt in the sequel the notations introduced in [18] : for a computation c in A, its label, denoted by |c|, is the product of letters of its edges and the multiplicity of c, denoted by c , is the product of multiplicities of its edges that is, since we are in M, the sum of integers which are the coe cients of the edges.
As for classical automata we denote by |A| the set of labels of successful computations. The behaviour of A is a mapping from A * into M (we later call such a mapping a series) denoted by A : for every word f of A * , f A , called the multiplicity of f is the sum, that is-since we are in M-the minimum of the multiplicities c for all successful computations c, the label |c| of which is equal to f. Note that |A| = {f ∈A * | f A ¡+∞}.
A distance automaton A can be equivalently described by a representation (Á; Ä; ) where Ä : A * → M Q×Q is a morphism from A * into M Q×Q and where Á and are two row and column vectors of dimension Q with entries in M. For every f in A * it then holds f A = Á • M fÄ • M . Note that any "classical" automaton A is easily, and canonically, turned into a distance automaton, denoted again by A, where the multiplicity of every existing edge is 0. If ( ; ; ) is the representation of A as a classical automaton then the representation (Á; Ä; ) of A as a distance automaton is obtained by replacing 0 B with 0 M = +∞ and 1 B with 1 M = 0 in the matrices and vectors. It then holds that, for every f in |A|, f A = 0 (and for every f not in |A|, f A = +∞).
A distance automaton A is said to be bounded if there exists an integer M such that, for every f ∈|A|, f A ¡M .
Theorem 2 (Hashiguchi [11] ). It is decidable whether a distance automaton is bounded.
Several proofs of this fundamental result have been given subsequently (cf. [18] for complete references). In the two cases we shall be interested in (rational sets in a free monoid and in a free group), the decidability of the ÿnite power property directly follows from Hashiguchi's theorem after the construction of a distance automaton; however we shall see that in both cases they may also be derived, with a little more work, from another theorem, the proof of which is easier.
The ÿnite power property
Let L be a language of A * and let f be a word in L * . We call the order of f with respect to L, denoted by o L (f), the least integer n such that f is in L n :
With that deÿnition, L has the ÿnite power property, if and only if there exists a bound for the order of all words of L * .
Let us recall a construction due to Simon (cf. [17] ) which, given an automaton A= Q; A; E; I; T yields a distance automaton S A which computes the order of every word with respect to L = |A|.
Let ÿrst S A = Q ∪s; A; E ; s; s be the automaton which recognizes L * , obtained by the classical construction: s is a new state which does not belong to Q and E is formally deÿned by the formula
We then turn S A into a distance automaton with the distance map : E → M deÿned by (p; a; q) = 1 if q = s; 0 otherwise:
Example 1 (continued). The only transition with distance explicitly written on its label in Fig. 2 is the one with distance 1, indicated with a double arrow as well. The other transitions with a single letter as label have distance 0.
Proposition 1 (Simon [17] ). Let A be an automaton over A which recognizes a language L. Then S A is a distance automaton which computes the order of any word of A * with respect to L: 
By a slight abuse, we also call the Simon automaton of a rational subset L of A * , and denote it by S L , any automaton S A , where A is any automaton which recognizes L. The following is then a direct consequence of Theorem 2 and of Proposition 1.
Theorem 3 (Hashiguchi [10] , Simon [17] ). It is decidable whether a given rational subset of a free monoid has the ÿnite power property.
Note that none of the references we quoted for Theorem 3 makes use of Theorem 2. The proof in [10] is direct and combinatorial (and rather a preÿguration of Theorem 2 than a consequence of it). The proof in [17] takes advantage of a property of the distance automaton S L which is stated in the following.
Proposition 2 (Simon [17] ). Let S L = (Á; Ä; ) be the Simon automaton of a rational language L of A * . Then S L is a bounded distance automaton if and only if the matrix monoid A * Ä = (AÄ) * is ÿnite.
Theorem 3 is then a direct consequence of the following.
Theorem 4 (Simon [17] ). Given a ÿnite subset X of M n×n , it is decidable whether the matrix submonoid X * of M n×n is ÿnite.
The relative ÿnite power property
Before turning to the ÿnite power property in the free group, we slightly generalize the notion of the ÿnite power property in the free monoid, for the techniques involved will be used in the sequel.
Given two subsets L and K of A * , we say that L satisÿes the ÿnite power property relative to K if there exists an integer n such that
The usual deÿnition of the ÿnite power property is obtained by setting K = A * .
Theorem 3 generalizes in the following:
Proposition 3. Given L and K, two rational subsets of A * , it is decidable whether L has the ÿnite power property relative to K.
The proof of Proposition 3 requires some deÿnitions and the quotation of few classical results.
Hadamard product of series: let us adopt the terminology of formal power series in order to deal with distance automata.
Any mapping s from A * into M is also called a (formal power) series over A * with coe cients in M and is written accordingly
where s; f , the coe cient of f in s, is indeed the value of s on f, i.e. s; f = (f)s. The set of all series over A * with coe cients in M is denoted by M A * .
The set of subsets of A * , P(A * ), is isomorphic to B A * , the semiring of series over A * with coe cients in the Boolean semiring B. The interest of this framework is that it allows us to deal with languages of A * (i.e. subsets of A * ) or with mappings from A * into M with coherent terminology and identical formulae. For instance, if A is an automaton with representation ( ; ; ) then
The notations in this example ÿt the conventions that will be taken later in Sections 4 and 5.
A series in M A * is said to be rational if it is the behaviour of a (ÿnite) distance automaton over A.
As the deÿnition of the relative ÿnite power property suggests, the next thing we have to do in that setting is to generalize the intersection of languages to series.
Deÿnition 1 & Notation. The Hadamard product of two series s and t of M A * , denoted by s t, is deÿned by the following:
It should be clear that the same formula, applied to series in B A * , deÿnes exactly the intersection. The following result holds.
Theorem 5 (Sch utzenberger [16] ). The Hadamard product of two rational series of M A * is a rational series.
We have to be more speciÿc on the construction on which this result relies. It is indeed the mere generalization of the direct product of automata for the intersection of languages.
Let (Á; Ä; ) be the representation-of dimension Q-of the distance automaton A and (Á ; Ä ; ) be the representation-of dimension Q -of the distance automaton A . Let us deÿne the tensor product of the two representations by
It is the representation of dimension Q × Q , deÿned by the following formulae:
The automaton A⊗A is deÿned as the one whose representation is (Á; Ä; ) ⊗(Á ; Ä ; ). With these notations, it then holds:
Proposition 4 (Sch utzenberger [16] ).
which not only proves Theorem 5 but also shows that it is "e ective". These formulae will probably be better understood when applied to our current example.
Example 2 (continued). Fig. 3 displays the distance automaton S R1 for R 1 = (a 3 ) * ∪ ( a 2 ) * , the characteristic distance automaton K 1 of the language K 1 = (a) * ∪( a) * , and the tensor product S R1 ⊗K 1 . Since a 18 × 18 matrix is something unreadable, we have represented the transition graphs of the corresponding automata. Fig. 3 . The automata S R 1 ,
Proof of Proposition 3. Let K be the characteristic distance automaton of K and let S L be the Simon's automaton of L. Then for every f in A *
Hence L has the ÿnite power property relative to K if and only if S L ⊗K, which is e ectively computable by Proposition 4, is bounded in distance, and this is decidable by Theorem 3.
The free group: its elements and rational sets
Let A be a ÿnite alphabet, A a disjoint copy of A andÃ = A ∪ A. The free group generated by A, F(A), is the quotient ofÃ * by the congruence generated by the relations {z z = 1Ã * | z ∈Ã}-with the natural convention that ( z) = z. That congruence induces a canonical morphism:
Dyck reduction
A word ofÃ * is called reduced if it does not contain any factor of the form z z, with z inÃ. Every element w ofÃ * is congruent modulo to a unique reduced word, denoted by w , and this deÿnes a mapping :Ã * →Ã * called Dyck reduction (cf. [14] ). Since u = v implies u = v , there is a (unique) injective function
We denote by K the set (Ã * ) of reduced words ofÃ * . The subset (1 F(A) ) −1 is known as the Dyck language (over A, or A * ) and is denoted by D * A ; its elements are the Dyck words. Let be the re exive, regular and transitive closure of the relation
Then g is in f if there exists a sequence of words u 0 = f, u 1 , . . . , u n−1 and u n = g such that for every i there exist z inÃ, u i and u i , such that u i = u i z zu i and u i+1 = u i u i . The relation is characterized by the following:
Lemma 5 (cf. Berstel [4, Lemma II.3.6] for instance). Let f and g inÃ * with g = a 1 a 2 : : : a n in f . Then there exist words w 0 ; w 1 ; : : : ; w n in D *
A such that f = w 0 a 1 w 1 a 2 w 2 · · · w n−1 a n w n .
By deÿnition, is thinner than −1 and thus g ∈f implies g = f ; ÿnally ∀f ∈Ã * ; f = f ∩ K:
Factorizations of Dyck words
The subset D * A is a submonoid (for it is the inverse image of a submonoid); let D A be the minimal generating set of D * A :
Then D * A is freely generated by D A , that is every w in D * A \1Ã * has a unique factorization w = w 1 w 2 · · · w n with every w i in D A . Every word w in D A may in turn be factorized as formulae:
h(1Ã * ) = 0;
Although their deÿnitions are nonoriented, these two integers h(w) and p(w) refer indeed to the left most reduction of the Dyck words. Such a reduction is performed for instance by the (stateless) pushdown automaton P which works as follows: it reads words ofÃ * and writes the letters in the stack unless the currently read letter x is equal to the inverse letter of the topmost symbol of the stack; in this case, it erases this symbol from the stack. Then, for every w in D * A , h(w) is the maximal level of the stack during the computation of P when reading w whereas p(w) is the maximal number of consecutive passages of the stack at the same level without going below that level. These integers h(w) and p(w) also describe two possible factorizations of w which are expressed in the following Lemma: Lemma 6. Let w be in D * A and let h(w)=h and p(w)=p. The following hold: (i) There exist words v 1 ; : : : ; v p ∈D A and f; g ∈Ã * such that w = fv 1 · · · v p g: Let w be in D * A , with |w|¿2. If w ∈D A , then w = z w z, z ∈Ã, and w ∈D * A . Since p = p(w)=p(w ), by deÿnition the induction hypothesis implies w = f v 1 · · · v p g , with v i ∈D A and f ; g ∈Ã * . Thus w = fv 1 · · · v p g, with f = zf and g = g z.
If w = ∈ D A , then w = w 1 · · · w n , with n¿2, and w i ∈D A . If p(w)¿n there exists an i6n such that p(w)=p(w i ). Then |w i |¡|w| and from a factorization of w i (induction hypothesis) one builds a factorization of w as above. Finally the claim is obvious for p =n.
(ii) By induction on h(w), w ∈D + A . If h(w) = 1, then w = w 1 · · · w n , with w i ∈D A and h(w i ) = 1 for every i. Thus w 1 = z z and a possible factorization is w = u 1 = f 0 u 0 g 0 = (z) (1Ã * ) ( z w 2 · · · w n ).
Suppose h(w)¿1. If w ∈D A , then w = z w z, z ∈Ã and h(w )=h − 1. The factorization w = (z) (w ) ( z) makes up the factorization found for w by the induction hypothesis. If w = ∈ D A then w = w 1 · · · w n , with w i ∈D A . By deÿnition, there exists an i such that h(w i )=h(w) and from the factorization w i = (z) (w i ) ( z) one gets the factorization w = u h = (w 1 · · · w i−1 z) (w i ) ( z w i+1 · · · w n ).
Example 3 (continued). u 1 = 1Ã * · a · a · 1Ã * · a · a a a · 1Ã * = a · a a · a a · a.
A combinatorial property
There are only a ÿnite number of Dyck words of given height and width. This statement is made precise by the following: This lemma has been stated in [1] for the so-called restricted (or one-sided, or semi-) Dyck language D A * i.e. the set of words ofÃ * which are equivalent to 1Ã * modulo the congruence generated by the relation {a a = 1Ã * | a ∈A} (and called the one-sided Dyck congruence). For the sake of completeness, we give the proof of the lemma in the case of the Dyck language, following almost verbatim the proof of [1] . What requires indeed more care in this case is, or was, the deÿnitions of height and width of words, for the process of reduction modulo the Dyck congruence is ambiguous whereas the process of reduction modulo the one-sided Dyck congruence is not. For instance the word u of the previous example could be reduced as a a a a a a → a a a a → a a → 1Ã * ; which corresponds to a width of 1 and height of 3. This is the reason why it was necessary to make explicit that we consider the leftmost reduction and this makes the process unambiguous then.
Proof of Lemma 7. We prove, by induction on h, that any word of width (atmost) p has a length smaller than or equal to N (h; p).
Let w = w 1 w 2 · · · w n ∈D * A with w i ∈D A . If h(w) = 1 then h(w i ) = 1 for every i and thus w i = z i z i , with z i ∈Ã. Then p(w)6p implies |w|62p = N (1; p) and the induction basis holds.
Suppose now that h(w)=h+1. Then w = w 1 w 2 · · · w n with w i = z i w i z i ∈D A and z i ∈Ã. Thus, for every i, h(w i )=h i 6h. Let p i = p(w i )=p(w i ). By the induction hypothesis, it follows that
Since p = max(n; max{p i | 16i6n}), it comes
Remarks 1. (i) The expression (p h − 1)=(p − 1) stands indeed for 1 + p + · · · + p h−1 and its value is deÿned even if p = 1 (in which case N (h; 1)=2h).
(ii) The proof of the lemma itself shows that the bound is sharp, even in the case of a one-letter alphabet A 1 = {a}. Following the steps of the proof we deÿne inductively, for all integers p and h, the words v h; p as v 1;1 = a a; ∀p ∈ N v 1;p = (v 1;1 ) p and ∀h ∈ N v h+1;p = (a v h;p a) p : (iii) Let us ÿnally note that the notion of height of a (one-sided) Dyck word appears also in the completely di erent context of the dot-depth hierarchy.
It is clear that
Let L n = {w ∈D A * | h(w)6n} and L n = {w ∈D * A | h(w)6n}. The dot-depth of L n is exactly n + 1, the dot-depth of L n is exactly 2n + 1; this is the example used to prove that the dot-depth hierarchy is inÿnite [6, 19] .
Rational sets in F(A)
The deÿnitions in Section 4.1 give the commutative diagram:
Rational sets in the free group are characterized by the following:
which directly derives from Proposition 8 (Benois [2] ). If R is in RatÃ * then R is in RatÃ * .
The proof of Proposition 8 due to Fliess [9] is well-suited to generalization to series. 
It then holds
Proposition 9 (Fliess [9] ). |A| = |A |.
Proposition 9 will be established in the next section for the (more general) case of series. Since R =R ∩K (and RatÃ * is closed under intersection) Proposition 8 follows.
The matrix H A is well-deÿned for the Boolean semiring is complete. Its computation is e ective, as stated in the following:
Proposition 10 (Benois and Sakarovitch [3] ). Let A be an automaton overÃ. Then H A , and thus A , are computable in O(n 3 ), where n is the cardinality of the state set of A.
Finite power property in F(A)
We are now ready to prove the result of this paper. Theorem 1. It is decidable whether a rational set of a free group has the ÿnite power property.
We ÿrst prove that the ÿnite power property in F(A) may be transferred to a problem of the same nature in the free monoidÃ * .
Proposition 11. Let X be any subset of F(A) and R = X-its canonical image inÃ * . Then, for any integer m¿0, X * = X 6m if and only if R * = (R 6m ) .
Proof. Since is a morphism and = • , it holds, for every positive integer n X n = (R ) n = (R n ) = ((R n ) ) :
(1) Therefore (R * ) = (R 6m ) implies X * = X 6m . Conversely, since • -is the identity on K, we have (X n )-= (R n ) by taking the image of (1) by -. Thus X * = X 6m implies (R * ) = (R 6m ) .
Note that X * = X 6m obviously derives from R * = R 6m (since X = R ) but the converse is not true as shown in the following example: Example 4. Let F 1 = F({a}) be the one generator free group (i.e. F 1 is isomorphic to Z-but its operation is written multiplicatively), and let
Every element of F 1 , and thus of X * 1 , is written as the product of at most two elements of X 1 (since a m = (a 3 ) m ( a 2 ) m and a n = (a 3 ) n ( a 2 ) 2n ).
On the other hand, (a 3 a 2 ) m does not belong to any R n 1 = (X 1 -) n , for n¡2m.
We shall prove that Proposition 9-which deals with (classical) automata, i.e. with rational series with coe cients in the Boolean semiring-may be generalized to automata with multiplicity in M, i.e. to rational series with coe cients in M. We ÿrst recall how a relation fromÃ * into itself-in this instance-is generalized to a mapping of M Ã * into itself. 3 An immediate consequence of Proposition 12 is that (|A|) = |A | .
Image of a series by a relation
The following proposition shows that the matrix C A is e ectively computable:
Proposition 13. There exists a ÿnite e ectively computable subset T ⊆D * A such that C A = w∈T wÄ.
Proof. Let r be the cardinality of the state set Q of A, i.e. the dimension of the representation Ä, and let N = N (r 2 ; r) be the integer deÿned in Lemma 7. We prove that T = D * A ∩Ã 6N . Note C = C A . For every pair (q; q ) of states of A such that C q; q ¡∞, let w be a word of D * A of minimal length for which C q; q = wÄ q; q . Assume that |w|¿N . Then by Lemma 7, we have either p(w)¿r or h(w)¿r 2 . In the ÿrst case, by Lemma 6, we have w = f v 1 · · · v r g, for some f, g ∈Ã * , with v i ∈D A . Let c be a computation from q to q with label w and c = C q; q :
By deÿnition of r, there exist distinct integers n and m such that 16n¡m6r + 1 and q m = q n , so that the computation e = q n vn → q n+1 vn+1 → · · · vm−1 → q m is a cycle. Therefore, w = f v 1 v 2 · · · v n−1 v m · · · v r g is in D * A and is the label of the computation c from q to q
It holds c 6 c and then (w Ä) q; q = (wÄ) q; q . Since |w |¡|w|, contradiction with the choice of w.
In the second case, we have h(w)¿r 2 and, by Lemma 6, there exists a sequence 4 of words of D * A : w = u 0 ; u 1 ; : : : ; u h such that u i−1 = f i u i g i , with |f i g i |¿0.
Then
be a computation from q to q with label w. Since h¿r 2 there exist two distinct integers n and m, 06n¡m6h such that p m = p n and q n = q m . We have u n = (f n+1 · · · f m ) u m (g m · · · g n+1 ) and the computations e = p n fn+1 → p n+1 → · · · → p m−1 fm → p m and f = q m gm → q m−1 → · · · → q n+1 gn+1 → q n are two cycles. Therefore, w = (f 0 f 1 · · · f n ) u m (g n · · · g 1 g 0 ) is the label of a computation c from q to q . As above, it holds c 6 c , (w Ä) q; q = (wÄ) q; q and |w |¡|w|, a contradiction.
Thus, if w ∈D * A is of minimal length for which C q; q = (wÄ) q; q ¡∞, then |w|6N so that w ∈T . Therefore C A = w∈T wÄ.
Proof of Theorem 1
The proof is now a walk-every step of which is e ective-through all results we have gathered so far.
Let X be a rational subset of F(A) and let R = X-be its canonical image inÃ * . By Proposition 11, it su ces to decide whether there exists a positive integer m such that (R * ) = (R 6m ) .
By Theorem 6, R∈RatÃ * . Let S R be the Simon automaton of R, which we denote also S X . (∀f ∈Ã * f S X = o R (f), the smallest integer n such that f ∈R n .)
Let T X = S X . By Proposition 12, f T X is the smallest integer m such that f belongs to (R m ) . By Proposition 13, T X is e ectively computable.
Let K = (Ã * ) be the set of reduced words ofÃ * and K its characteristic distance automaton.
For every f inÃ * , f( T X K ) is the smallest integer m for which f ∈(R m ) . Let us call U X = T X ⊗ K the B-automaton 5 of X . By Proposition 4 U X = T X K :
Hence the set X has the ÿnite power property if and only if U X is bounded-which is decidable by Theorem 2.
Another proof for Theorem 1
In Section 2, we recalled that the ÿnite power property of a rational language L may be decided by considering only the ÿniteness of the transition monoid of S L . The same scheme applies indeed to Theorem 1.
Proposition 14. Let X be a rational subset of F(A) and let U X be its B-automaton. Then U X is bounded if, and only if, its transition monoid is ÿnite.
Proof. Let (Á; Ä; ), (Á; ; ) and ( ; ; ) be the M-representations of S X , T X and U X respectively. The representations Ä and have the same dimension Q (the state set of S X ) and has dimension Q × P (where P is the state set of K). By deÿnition of U X , for any ((p; r); (q; s)) in (Q × P) × (Q × P) and for any f inÃ * , f (p;r);(q;s) ¡ ∞ ⇒ f (p;r);(q;s) = f p;q :
(
The proof of Proposition 14 and its preparation follow then [17] , almost verbatim. Let : P(M) →N be the map that associates to any subset of M its maximum ÿnite element:
The map is extended to subsets of matrices with entries in M by considering that every matrix is the (unstructured) set of its entries.
Thus, for any subset X of matrices (of ÿxed dimensions), X = 0 if no matrix has ÿnite coe cients, or X = +∞ if the ÿnite coe cients of matrices of X are not bounded, or X = m¡+∞ if the maximum ÿnite coe cients of matrices in X is m. Then X is ÿnite if and only if X ¡+∞.
Lemma 15 (Simon [17] ). (Ã * ) 6(Ã * U X ) + 1.
Proof. Let M = (Ã * U X ) (i.e. for every w in |U X |, w U X 6M ). Assume that there exist some ((p; r); (q; s)) in (Q × P) × (Q × P) and some f inÃ * such that f (p; r); (q; s) = k¿M + 1. By (3), f p; q = k.
By deÿnition of (i.e. of T X ), there exists a computation
such that g = f and such that its weight c = k is minimum for that property. By construction of S X , c factorizes into
Let y = g 1 g 2 · · · g k−1 ; since s is the (unique) initial and ÿnal state of S X , y ∈(X-) * and thus y ∈|U X |. By hypothesis on U X , (y ) U X = h6M which implies that there Contradiction with the assumption c is of minimal weight.
Since the inequation (Ã * U X ) 6 (Ã * ) + obviously holds, U X is bounded if and only ifÃ * is ÿnite. The proof of Proposition 14 is thus complete.
On the complexity of the solution
The above proof consists in the e ective construction of the distance automaton U X ; the conclusion follows from the fact it is decidable whether it is bounded.
If n is the size of an automaton that deÿnes X the complexity of that decision procedure is O(3 n 2 ), whether one uses Theorem 2 or Simon's solution (i.e. Proposition 2).
[It would be interesting indeed to have actual implementations of both methods in order to make more precise comparisons].
We focus here on the complexity of the construction of U X itself. As it is conducted in Section 5.2, it goes by the computation of a matrix C. This matrix is the sum of all matrices fÄ for f in D * A of length smaller than or equal to 2n(2 n 2 + 1)=(n − 1). Even if there are "only" O(n) words of length 2n in D * A , this rough evaluation gives a complexity larger than O(2 n 2 ) for the computation of C. A more serious estimation of that complexity would be obtained by the study of the algorithm that we give in Appendix A.3. But the solution is even simpler, as far as the complexity of the decision procedure is concerned, for we show that there exists another distance automaton U X , that is bounded exactly when U X is, and that can be build in O(n 3 ) operations.
The idea underlying the construction of U X is the utilization of the algorithm that is behind Proposition 10-i.e. the one that computes the so-called matrix H -to compute a matrix, which we note C , with entries in M. The distance automaton U X is then derived from C as U X is derived from C. The core of the proof is the fact that U X is bounded exactly when U X is. The following deÿnition proves to be useful before going to these two points:
Let : M → M be the mapping deÿned by 0 = 0; x = 1; 0 ¡ x ¡ +∞ and (+∞) = +∞:
If A= (Á; Ä; ) is a distance automaton, we deÿne the automaton A to be the one with representation (Á ; Ä ; ). Since is not a morphism (of the semiring M), Let H = H SX and C = C SX be the matrices computed from S X as in Deÿnitions 3 and 4. Let C be the matrix (with entries in M) deÿned by ∀p; q ∈ Q; p = q H p;q = 1 B ⇒ C p;q = 1; H p;q = 0 ⇒ C p;q = +∞; ∀p ∈ Q; C p;p = 0:
Note that the two 1's in the ÿrst equation are di erent (and that H p;p = 1 B for every p in Q). It follows from the deÿnition that:
∀p; q ∈ Q; C p;q = +∞ ⇔ ∃f ∈ D * A ; fÄ p;q = +∞:
An algorithm computing H has been proved to be of complexity O(n 3 ) in [3] and the same holds thus for C (cf. Sections A.1 and A.2 of Appendix A).
Proposition 17. C = C .
We ÿrst prove a property of the automaton S X .
Lemma 18. Let X be a rational set of F(A); let c be a computation of S X , the Simon's automaton of R = X-. Then |c| ∈ D + A ⇒ c ¿ 1:
→ q 2 → · · · → q n−1 an → q n be a computation in S X . From the deÿnition of S X , c = 0 implies that none of the q i is equal to s, the initial and ÿnal state of S X , i.e. c does not pass through s, and thus |c| is a factor of an element of R. Then |c| cannot be in D + A for R is a set of reduced words ofÃ * . Because of lines (a) and (a') that behave as a guard, block (b) and block (b') (boxed) are entered at most n 2 times; their complexity is O(n) because of line (c) (resp. (c')).
A.2. Computation of C SX
We keep the notations of the proof of Proposition 17. The matrix C is initialized with all entries equal to +∞ except the diagonal ones, which are set to 0. For every a inÃ, the matrix a is initialized to aÄ.
A.3. Computation of C SX
The matrix C is initialized as was C : every entry is set to +∞ except the diagonal ones, which are set to 0. For every a inÃ, the matrix a is initialized to aÄ.
The lines (a) and (a') are not a guard anymore, and blocks (b) and (b') (boxed) may be entered more than n 2 times.
